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Sabidussi’s Conjecture states that given an Euler trail T in a connected Euler 
graph, there always exists a cycle decomposition S such that consecutive edges of 7 
belong to different cycles in S. This conjecture has been solved in a generalized form 
for planar Euler graphs. A similar result for arbitrary planar graphs is the content 
of this paper. 
INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
In 1975, Sabidussi asked the following question: If T is an Euler trail of 
the connected Euler graph G, does there exist a cycle decomposition S of 
E(G) such that consecutive edges of T belong to different cycles in S? 
While for given S one easily finds T with this property (see, e.g., [3]), 
Sabidussi’s question-which we call the compatibility problem-has not 
yet been answered definitively. However, in the case of planar graphs the 
compatibility problem has been solved in a more general sense, [3]. The 
aim of this paper is to prove a similar result for arbitrary plane graphs. 
In what follows we basically use the terminology of [l], with the dif- 
ference that an Euler graph is a graph with even vertices only; it need not 
be connected. Loops are permitted and contribute 2 to the degree of the 
incident vertex. A loop is viewed as a block of G. 
We consider an edge as consisting of two half-edges (even in the case of 
loops), and when we speak of a set E, of edges incident with v we mean the 
set of half-edges incident with v. Thus, if E, contains a loop vu, then E, 
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contains both half-edges of vu which are distinguished as two different 
objects. 
DEFINITION 1. Let G be a graph, and let E, be the set of edges incident 
with v E V(G), and let E,,, c E, be a set with an even number of elements. A 
partition X,,, of E,,, into classes of size two such that the elements of such 
a class correspond to different edges, is called a set of transitions at v (with 
the elements of X,,, denoted as transitions). If Ev,O = E, (implying d(v) = 0 
(mod 2)), then we write X(v) instead of X,,, and call X(v) a full set of transi- 
tions at v. 
Note that if e is a loop at v, then by Definition 1, the two incidences of e 
at v do not form a transition. 
DEFINITION 2. A transition t at v with d(v) > 2 is called separating iff 
G - t has more components than G, where V(G - t) = V(G) and 
E(G- t) = E(G) - t. 
Remark. When we speak of transitions at a vertex, we distinguish-in 
the case of two parallel edges e, fjoining v and w-between the transition 
{e, f ) at v and transition {e, f} at w. Whenever for set theoretical reasons 
necessary, this distinction can be achieved, say, by appropriately indexing 
these sets. 
DEFINITION 3. We call X= U2~d(v)z-0(mod2J X(v) where X(v) is a full set 
of transitions at v, a system of transitions (of G). If every t E X is a non- 
separating transition, then we call X nonseparating. Obviously, if G is a 
connected Euler graph and Tan Euler trail (S a cycle decomposition) of G, 
then T(S) induces in a natural way a system of transitions which we denote 
by X, (X,) : t E X, (t E X,) iff e, f E t are consecutive edges in T (in a cycle 
of S) at a vertex of degree greater than two. Moreover, X, is always non- 
separating, while X, may contain separating transitions. 
DEFINITION 4. Two systems of transitions X and X’ are called com- 
patible iff Xn x’ = Q5. If x’ = X, or x’ = X, for some Euler trail T, cycle 
decomposition S, respectively, then we say X and T, X and S, respectively, 
are compatible iff Xn x’ = 0. Correspondingly, if X= X, and x’ = X,, 
then we say T and S are compatible. 
Hence, Sabidussi’s original question states: For a given Euler trail T in 
the connected Euler graph G, does there exist a cycle decomposition S of 
E(G) compatible with T? For this reason we call this question the com- 
patibility problem. The relevance of this problem for the cycle double cover 
conjecture (see [7]) as well as the fact that the validity of a strong form of 
this conjecture solves the compatibility problem, has been discussed in [4]. 
The solution of the compatibility problem in the planar case follows 
from Theorem A (see [3, Theorem 21). 
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THEOREM A. Let G be a planar Euler graph, and let X be a non- 
separating system of transitions. Then G has a cycle decomposition com- 
patible with X. 
Theorem A has also proved useful for showing the existence of a 
removable cycle in a 2-connected planar Euler graph of minimum degree at 
least 4 [S] (a cycle C is removable if G-E(C) is 2-connected). For the 
existence of removable cycles in arbitrary simple graphs, see [6]. In [S] we 
also proved the existence of a removable cycle in planar 2-connected 
graphs of minimum degree at least 4. One way of proving this result rests 
on the use of the Four Colour Theorem. Another way makes use of the 
Theorem proved in this paper. Indeed, this application was the principal 
motivation for our theorem. As has been shown in [3] by studying the 
complete graph K, together with a specal nonseparating X, Theorem A 
cannot be extended to nonplanar graphs. However, we offer the following: 
Conjecture. Let G be a 2-connected cyclically 6-edge-connected Euler 
graph other than K, and X a system of transitions of G. Then there exists a 
cycle decomposition of E(G) compatible with X. 
The validity of this conjecture implies the validity of the cycle double cover 
conjecture, [7]. 
Before stating our result we need some more definitions. 
DEFINITION 5. For a plane graph G and a system of transitions X of G, 
we call X nonintersecting iff for every t = {e, f } E X, e and f are consecutive 
edges in the natural cyclic order at the vertex v at which t is defined. By the 
natural order we mean the cyclic ordering induced by the given embedding 
of G in the plane. 
DEFINITION 6. For a plane connected graph G and a system of transi- 
tions X of G, we call X suitable iff 
(a) X is nonintersecting, 
(b) if t E X is a separating transition of G, then every component of 
G - t contains an odd vertex of G. 
DEFINITION 7. A set S of pairwise edge-disjoint paths and cycles cover- 
ing E(G) is called a path-cycle-decomposition of E(G) iff 
(a) every odd vertex of G is end-vertex of exactly one path in S, 
(b) no even vertex of G is end-vertex of a path in S. 
Clearly, any graph contains a path-cycle-decomposition. Moreover, 
analogously to how we defined Xs, X, above, we obtain X, for a path- 
cycle-decomposition S. Note that X, is defined at even degree vertices v 
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FIG. 1. K, with one edge “cut in half’ and X, whose elements arc marked with little arcs. 
with d(v) > 2 only. Also here we speak of X and S being compatible iff 
XnX,=@. 
Now we are able to state our result. 
THEOREM. Let G be a plane graph, and let X be a system of suitable 
transitions of G. Then there exists a path-cycle-decomposition S of E(G) 
compatible with X. 
We note that in Theorem A intersecting transitions are permitted. Why this 
is not permitted in our theorem becomes clear from Fig. 1. If we identify 
the two end-vertices and suppress the 2-valent vertex thus obtained, the 
result is K5 with the set of transitions as discussed in [3]. Hence, a path- 
cycle-decomposition of the graph exhibited above and compatible with X, 
corresponds to a cycle decomposition of K, compatible with the 
corresponding X which was shown in [3] not to exist. Therefore, we can- 
not allow intersecting transitions in our theorem. Hence, our theorem can 
only partly be viewed as a generalization of Theorem A. The structure of 
the proof of our theorem resembles that of Theorem A. There are several 
important differences, however, partly because we work with paths as well 
as cycles, and partly because intersecting transitions are forbidden but cer- 
tain separating transitions are allowed. It is precisely these differences 
which account for the length of the present paper. 
We conclude this section with some technical definitions and minor 
results. 
Notation. For an arbitrary graph G, let V, := {u/d(u) = 1 } and 
G, :=G- V,. 
DEFINITION 8. We call a graph G essentially k-connected if G, is 
homeomorphic to a k-connected graph without 2-valent vertices. 
DEFINITION 9. If G has vertices of valency i and j only, then we call G 
an (i, J-graph. 
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Let v be a 4-valent vertex of a plane graph G adjacent to exactly one end- 
vertex x and suppose a suitable system of transitions X is given for G. We 
construct two graphs G, and G, by splitting v into two 2-valent vertices in 
such a way that E(G,) does not contain any t E X(V) as a pair of adjacent 
edges, i = 1, 2. In this way, G, and G, are uniquely determined, and they 
are planar (since x is an end-vertex). We consider G, and G, as plane 
graphs whose respective embeddings are obtained from G in the obvious 
way. 
LEMMA 1. Let G be a plane, essentially 2-connected (1, 4)-graph having a 
4-valent vertex v adjacent to exactly one end-vertex x. Let G, and G, be 
defined as in the preceding paragraph. Then, for a suitable X defined for G, 
X’ := X-X(v) is suitable for at least one of G, and G,. 
Proof: Suppose x’ is not suitable for both G;. Then there exists a 4- 
valent cut-vertex yi of G, such that t,( y,), t2( y,) E X( yi) are separating for 
G,; and we can decompose Gi into two connected subgraphs Gil, G, such 
that 
(1) G;=G,,uG,,, G;lnGiz=yr, 
(2) XE V(G,i), tl(y,)EE(G,,): and G,, is Eulerian. 
Since G is a (1,4)-graph, G, is a (2, 4)-graph whose 2-valent vertices are y, 
and one of the 2-valent vertices of G, which we denote by vi2. Call v,, the 
other 2-valent vertex of G,. Let Bi denote the end-block of G, with 
v,~ E V(B,). Finally we denote the edges incident with v by e, = xv, e2, e3, e4 
such that e3, e,EE(B,) and e2, e,EE(B?). Hence, X(v)= {{e,, e,}, 
{e,, e3}>. (note: B, is an end-block because of ti(G,)>2). 
We claim E( G,, -x) c E(B,). To see this we first note that since G is 
essentially 2-connected, (G,), has exactly two end-blocks consisting of the 
end-edge e3 and the block B,. Thus given an arbitrary edge e of (G2,)*, we 
can construct a path P joining v2, and vZ2 and containing e and e4. Since P 
corresponds in G, to a cycle C, we have Cc B, . This implies that 
E((GZ1)*) c E(B,) and hence E(G,, -x) c E(B,) E E(G,2). Since G,, is 
Eulerian we deduce that x is the only end-vertex of G,,. It now follows 
from (1) and (2) that x is the only odd vertex of G,. This obvious con- 
tradiction proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let G be an essentially 2-connected plane (1,4)-graph with at 
most four end-vertices. Suppose a suitable X is given. Then we can assume 
w.1.o.g. that G has been embedded in such a way that it contains a 2- or 3- 
gonal face boundary. 
Proof: By definition, G has no loops, and by hypothesis, G contains 
either exactly zero or exactly two or exactly four end-vertices. We apply 
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Euler’s polyhedron formula p-q +f= 2 to G, with p = I V(G,)I, 
q = i E(G,)I , and f being the number of faces of G,. Let p[ in G, denote 
the number of vertices of degree i, i = 2, 3, and let f, denote the number of 
faces of G, with exactly i boundary edges (by hypothesis, G, has no end- 
vertices). 
Assuming G, does not contain 2- or 3-gonal face boundaries, we 
obviously have 4p - 2p, -p3 = 2p, + 3p, + 4(p -p2 -p3) = 2q = Cif, > 4J: 
Hence, 
i.e., 
2p, +p3 3 8. 
Mowever, 2p, +pj is just the number of end-vertices of G which is ~4 by 
hypothesis, an obvious contradiction to the preceding inequality. 
It may happen that an end-vertex u of G lies in a 2- or 3-gonal face A of 
G,. If this is the case one can easily find another embedding G’ of G in 
which A is a face and such that X is still suitable for G’. Simply switch u 
into an appropriate face of G adjacent to A. Hence we can assume G to 
have a 2- or 3-gonal face boundary. Now Lemma 2 is proved. 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Suppose the theorem false. Among all counterexamples choose one, say 
G, subject to the following conditions: 
(1) CdCc)z, Cmod 2J d(u) is minimal. 
(2) Subject to (11, Cd~v~~O cmod 21. dcvj,2 I d(u) - 41 is minimal, and, 
additionally, the number of 2-valent vertices is minimal. 
(3) Subject to (1) and (2) the number of vertices of degree 4 is 
minimal. 
To show that no counterexamples satisfying these conditions exist we 
proceed by narrowing down the structure of G. This is done in the follow- 
ing steps: 
(i.1) G is a loopless (1,4)-graph such that 
(i.2) G, has no end-vertices, 
(ii) G is essentially 2-connected, 
(iii) G has at most 4 end-vertices, 
(iv) G does not contain a 2-gon, 
(v) G is essentially 3-connected. 
(vi) Suppose no two end-edges of G form a separating transition. 
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Then the length of a shortest path between any two end-vertices of G is at 
least four. 
(vii) G does not contain a 3-gon. 
The final contradiction is obtained by observing that on the one hand G 
can be embedded in the plane without intersecting transitions such that it 
has a 2- or 3-gonal face boundary (Lemma 2) while on the other hand it 
has been shown in (iv) and (vii) that such face boundaries do not exist. 
The remainder of the paper consists of showing that G satisfies the seven 
restrictions listed above. 
(i.1) G is a IoopIess (1, 4)-graph. 
Suppose G has a vertex v with 1 <d(v) = 1 (mod 2). Let e,,..., ed, d= 
d(v), be the edges incident with v with the subscripts chosen according to 
the natural cyclic order of edges in the given embedding of G in the plane. 
We introduce a new end-vertex vO adjacent with v and lying in between ed 
and e, . We denote e d+ r = vOv. Next, we replace v with a (d+ l)-gon (vr,..., 
II,,,), vi+ V(G), whose edges be denoted by fi=viv,+l, i=l,..., d+ 1, 
setting v~+~ = v,. Let the edges e, be incident with vi, i = l,..., d+ 1, and 
introduce additional edges gziP 1 = vzi-, vzi for i = l,..., (d i- 1)/2. Thus we 
have obtained the graph G, in which the odd vertex v with d(v) > 1 has 
been replaced with the end-vertex vO and d+ 1 4-valent vertices. For the 
latter we define for i = l,..., d+ 1, 
X(v,) := { {e;,L- I 1, if,, gi>) for odd i (settingf, =fd+ ,) 
and 
X ( V ; )  := {  (e,,fi}, { . f -  17 g,- I  > }  for even i. 
X0 := Xu uyz; X(v,) is definitely nonintersecting, and if t cX(vi) is 
separating, then ei is a bridge of G,, and G, - t has precisely two com- 
ponents implying that each of them contains an odd vertex of GO. 
Therefore, X,, is suitable for G,, and because of condition (1) concerning 
the choice of G, E(G,) has a path-cycle-decomposition S, compatible with 
X0. S, corresponds to a path-cycle-decomposition S of E(G) where a path 
of S, might turn into a path plus some cycle(s) in S, while a cycle of S, 
might turn into a set of cycles in S (depending on how vertices of the 
(d+ 1 )-gon (v, ,..., vdtI > are being absorbed by paths and cycles of S,). In 
any case, S is compatible with X since S, is compatible with X0 and since v 
is an odd vertex of G, and hence there are no restrictions in v concerning 
the behavior of an element of S in v. Now we conclude that G has no odd 
vertices other than end-vertices. 
To show that an even vertex of G must be 4-valent, we first note that 
because of condition (2), G cannot have 2-valent vertices (since for such a 
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vertex II, no X(v) is defined, hence such v can be suppressed by replacing 
the two incident edges with one edge). Now suppose G to have a vertex v 
with d(v) = 2k 3 6. Denote X(v) = {t, ,..., tk} with the subscripts i, 1 < i < k, 
following the natural cyclic ordering of the edges incident with v. Form a 
new graph G, from G by replacing v with a k-gon (v~,..., v,), vi+ V(G), 
1 < i < k, in such a way that the edges in ti are incident with vi. Since X 
contains nonintersecting transitions only this can be done in such a way 
that G, is a plane graph and X,=Xu ({vivid,, v,zI+~}~ 1 di<k, vO=vk, 
V k+, = vr> is suitable in G,. (Note that any separating transition of X, is 
also a separating transition of X, or else belongs to an X(v,), 1 6 i .$ k, 
where the other transition in X(v,) is separating in X). Again it is easy to 
see that S, satisfying the conclusion of the theorem with respect to G, and 
X,, yields S for G and X as required. This and the choice of G implies that 
every even vertex is 4-valent, otherwise condition (2) would be violated. 
We conclude that G is a (1,4)-graph. 
Finally, suppose G has a loop vu. Then v is 4-valent. This loop, con- 
sidered as cycle, is compatible with X (see the remark preceding 
Definition 2). Clearly the graph G, without vertices of degree 2 and 
homeomorphic to G- {vu}, and X, :=X-X(v) satisfy the hypothesis of 
the theorem and yield, because of the choice of G, a path-cycle-decom- 
position S, of E(G,) compatible with X,. Clearly, S= S, u {vu} is a 
required decomposition S of E(G) compatible with X. This finishes the 
proof of (i.1). 
(i2) G, has no end-vertices. 
Because of (il ) already proved, any end-vertex is adjacent to a 4-valent ver- 
tex. Since conditions (l)-(3) also imply that G is connected, the theorem is 
trivially true for G if G contains a vertex adjacent to 4 end-vertices. Now 
suppose that v with d(v) = 4 is adjacent to the end-vertices vI, v2, v3 and to 
vertex x. W.l.0.g. X(v) = ( { vlv, vx}, {v2v, v,v}}. Then P13=v1, vIv, v, vv3, 
vj is a path compatible with X and G2= G- (vr, v2, v,}, X,=X-X(v) 
satisfy the hypothsis of the theorem. By the choice of G (condition (1 )), S, 
as required exists in G,. Now it is clear that 
s= (S,-P)u {Pu {vvzj, 6,) 
is as required in G where PE S2 is the path with v as end-vertex. Hence, 
(i2) holds as well. 
(ii) G is essentially 2-connected. 
Suppose this is not so. Then we may consider an end-block B of G, and 
the cut-vertex v of G, belonging to B. Since dB(v) 3 2 by (i2) it follows that 
in G, v is adjacent to at most one end-vertex. By G,, G, denote the unique 
connected subgraphs of G such that G, n G, = v, G, u G, = G, Bc G,, 
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d,,(u) 3 2, and v is not a cut-vertex of G,. Note that neither G, nor G, is a 
tree. Let t, = {e,, e,}, t, = {e,, e4} be the two transitions at v belonging to 
X, and denote by X, the subset of X-X(v) corresponding to G,, i= 1, 2. 
We now consider several cases. 
(a) t, or t, is contained in E(G,), say t,. 
(al) d,,(v)=d,,(v)=2. Then t, cE(G,) and both t, and t, 
separate G. X being suitable it follows that each Gi contains at least two 
end-vertices. Form Hi by adding to G, two new end-vertices vi,, v,~ 
adjacent to v, and define a full set of transitions X,(v) with t,~X,(u); it 
easily follows that X: = Xi u X,(v) is suitable for Hi, i = 1, 2. H, either has 
fewer end-vertices than G (it cannot have more), or else it has fewer ver- 
tices of degree 4. Hence, the theorem holds for Hi; let Si be a 
corresponding decomposition of E(H,), i = 1, 2. Si contains two paths P,i 
with VIE V(P,), j= 1, 2. Let P,=(P,j-vI,)u(P,-u,,), j= 1, 2. Then, as 
can easily be seen, S=(S,uS,-{P,/i,j=l,2))u{P,,P,} is as 
required. 
(a2) d,,(v) = 3, d,,(v) = 1. Again, t, separates G, and G, contains 
at least two end-vertices (one of which is v). Form H, by adding to G, a 
new end-vertex v1 adjacent to v, and put H, = G,. Define X,(v) as in case 
(al) and take X2(v)=@. Then E(H,) has a path-cycle-decomposition 5’; 
compatible with Xi = X,u X,(v), i= 1, 2 (it is easy to see that Xi is suitable 
for H,). S, contains a path P, with v, E V(P,); similarly, S, contains a path 
P, with v E V(P,). Setting P= (Pi -or) u P, it follows that S= (S, u S, - 
iPI> P,l)u fP> is a desired decomposition of E(G). 
(b) Neither t, nor t, is contained in G,. Then w.1.o.g. e,, eqE E(G,). 
Form H, as in (al). Define the full sets of nonintersecting transitions X,(v) 
with (e,, e4} ~Xr(v), {e,, e3} EX~(V). If X:=X,uX,(v) is suitable for H,, 
i = 1, 2, then we proceed as in (a.1 ) assuming w.1.o.g. that t, d7 E(P,), 
j= 1, 2. There remains the case that for the above definition of the sets 
X,(v), X: fails to be suitable for Hi, i = 1 or 2. This is only possible if the 
corresponding G, is Eulerian. Hence, Xi is suitable for G; for both i= 1 and 
2. Thus the theorem holds for Gi and Xi yielding a decomposition Sj of 
E(G,), i = 1, 2. Then S= S, u S, is the required decomposition of E(G). 
Now we conclude the validity of (ii). 
Remark. Now that we have shown that G is an essentially 2-connected 
loopless (1,4)-graph, separating transitions at a vertex v must appear in 
the following form: X(v) = (tr , r,J and precisely one of t, and t, is a pair of 
end-edges while the other transition is part of some cycle of G. 
We now use Lemma 1 to prove 
(iii) G has at most 4 end-vertices. 
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Again we proceed indirectly by assuming G to have at least six end-vertices. 
We distinguish three cases. 
(iiil) Suppose G had a vertex v adjacent to two end-vertices x1, x2 
with (x,v, x20} 4X. Then PO = x1, xlv, v, vx2, x2, is a path compatible 
with X and, by (ii) and since G has at least 6 end-vertices, X’ = X-X(v) is 
suitable for G’ = G - {xi, x2}. By the choice of G, S’ as required exists for 
G’ and X’, and hence, S = S’ u {P,} is a required path-cycle-decomposition 
of E(G). 
(iii2) If there exists v E V(G) adjacent to exactly one end-vertex x, 
then, by Lemma 1, w.1.o.g. we may assume that X’ is suitable for G,. By the 
choice of G, E(G,) has a path-cycle-decomposition S, compatible with X’. 
Let P, E S, denote the path with XE V(P,). If P, does not contain the other 
2-valent vertex of G,, then S, is an appropriate path-cycle-decomposition 
of E(G). 
If P contains both 2-valent vertices, then their identification produces a 
path P; and a cycle C’, attached at v. If neither P’, nor C’; contains an 
element of X, then S= (S, -P,) u {P’, , C;} is as required. 
Hence we have to consider the case where E( Pi) 3 t, E X(v), E( C; ) 3 
t, E X(v). Let s’ = (S; - P,) u (Pi, C;}(which is a decomposition of E(G)), 
and consider the intersection graph Z(S). Since G is essentially 2-connected 
the edge P’, C’, is not a bridge of 1(S’). Hence we can choose a path or cycle 
PC I(S’) starting at Pi along Pi C’; E E(1(S)) and ending with a path 
element P; E S’ (possibly equal to P’,) such that P does not contain any 
other path-elements of S’. 
The choice of is implies that G := I-‘(p) := Ua t V(pJ Q is a proper sub- 
graph of G (because S’ has at least 3 paths). If, in addition, P is chosen to 
be of minimal length, then it is easy to see that X, the restriction of X to 
the vertices of G with a degree exceeding 2, is suitable for G. Hence S as 
required exists, and hence 
S=(S’- V(P))uS 
is a path-cycle-decomposition of E(G) compatible with X. 
(iii3) Suppose VE V(G) to be adjacent to end-vertices x1, x2 such 
that t,, = (xiu, vx,} E X. Let e3, e4 denote the other edges incident with v, 
h 
;I(;-{ 
e4} = X(v) - {t,,). Clearly, X’ =X-X(v) is suitable for 
x1, x2} because of (ii) and since G’ has at least four end-vertices. 
Let S’ be a path-cycle-decomposition of E(G’) compatible with X’; consider 
Y1 ES’ with (e,, e4} c E( T;). Similarly to the case (iii2), let H be a shortest 
possible path in I(S) starting in T; and ending in a path-element P; of S’; 
possibly {T;} = V(P) = {P;}. By the same argument used above we con- 
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elude that for G= (E(Z-l(P)) u t,,) (the edge-induced subgraph) and the 
corresponding restriction X of X, there exists S as required, and that 
s= (S’- V(P)) us 
is a path-cycle-decomposition of E(G) compatible with X. Now we con- 
clude the validity of (iii). 
(iv) G does not contain a 2-gon. 
Suppose it does. From what we have said in the last part of the proof of 
Lemma 2 we may assume that G has a face bounded by the edges e, , ez. 
Let X, y denote the vertices incident with e,, e2, and denote by f, , .f2 (g, , 
g2) the other edges incident to x (v). We consider two cases. 
(iv11 {e,, e,} EX. That is, if (e,, e2}4J4x), then (el,e2)~Kv) 
(in [3], this case was split into two cases). In any case, we form the graph 
G, from G by identifying x and y into a new vertex v and define 
Xl=(X-CX(x)ux(~)})u{{S,,f2}, {gl~g2~~ (note that {fl,f21~J’if 
(hY*bw. p recisely because (e 1, e2 j E X, it follows that X, is suitable 
for G,. By the choice of G, E(G,) has a path-cycle-decomposition S, com- 
patible with Xi. Let T; , T!; E Si denote the two classes containing edges 
incident to v. Depending on how c passes through v we add either e, or e2 
to T; to obtain T, c G compatible with X, i = 1, 2. Hence, 
S=(S,-1% T;})u(L T2J 
is as required. 
(iv2) {e,, e,> $X. Assume the notation chosen in such way that e, , 
fi, g, are part of a face boundary. We then have 
x(x)= {(el,fl>, ie2,f2j), X(Y)= {{e,,gll, ie2,g211 
IfX,=X- (X(x,, Kv)) is suitable for H = G ~ {e,, e2} then let S, be an 
appropriate path-cycle-decomposition of E(H). Clearly, S = S, u 
( (e,, ez) } is as required with respect to G and X. Hence we must assume 
that X, is not suitable for H, which in turn implies that H can be written 
as 
H=H,uH,, H, nH,=z$ {w}, 
where X(z) is a pair of separating transitions of H, and vl(H,) = @ iff 
V,(H,) # @, (at such a 4-valent cut-vertex either none or both of the 
transitions are separating!). 
Suppose V,( H,) = @ and x E V(H,). Hence, every element of 
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V(H,) - (x, z} is 4-valent in G (note: y E V(H,) because X is suitable for 
G). Now define G, as in case (ivl), but define X, by 
Clearly, since G, is essentially 2-connected and because V1( N, ) = @, 
therefore X, is suitable for G,. Let S, and TI, Tz E S, be as in case (ivl). 
From our assumption V,(H, ) = @ it follows that r n E(H, ) # a and that 
T: contains edges incident with z, i = 1, 2. Hence we can write in G, 
E( T:) = E( T(‘) 0 E(P;), where E(P:) = E(c) n E(H,)) 
and E( Pi) induces in H, a path joining x and z, i = 1, 2. Hence, by assum- 
ing w.1.o.g. that gi E E( T,!) it follows that 
Tf= (E(TI’)uE(P:+,)Uei+l>, i= 1,2 
(setting Pi = Pi and e,=e,) 
is a path or cycle in G compatible with X (depending on whether c is a 
path or cycle). Therefore, 
s=(S,-{T’,, T;})u {T,, Tz} 
is as required. 
Since in all cases we obtain a compatible path-cycle-decomposition of E(G) 
as required by the theorem, it follows that G cannot contain a 2-gon; i.e., 
(iv) holds. 
(v) G is essentially 3-connected. 
Suppose it is not. Then there exist vertices x, y such that G, can be written 
in the form 
and 
G,=G,vG2, G, nG,= {x,Y}> 
G, is 2-connected (but not a 2-gon). 
Depending on the valencies of x and y in G, we distinguish the following 
three main cases. 
(vl) d,,(x) = d,,(y) = 3. Then there are vertices x’, y’~ V(G,) such 
that xx’ and yy’ separate G,. We define two graphs G’, G” by 
G’uG”=(G- ( xx’, YY’}, u (XY, X’Y’), G’ n G” = 0, x, y E V(G’). 
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Obviously, G’ and G” are essentially 2-connected. Let x’, A”’ be the restric- 
tions of X to G’, G”, respectively (with X(U), u E {x, y, x’, y’}, redefined 
appropriately with respect to G’, G”, respectively). If X’ is suitable for G’ 
and x” is suitable for G”, then let H, = G’, H, = G” and X, = x’, X, = x”. 
Otherwise / V,(G’)/ = 2 = / V,(G”)( and some pair of end-edges form a 
(separating) transition. In this case subdivide XL with a new vertex z and 
x’y’ with another new vertex z’; add new vertices -xi, x:. and edges x,z, xiz’, 
i= 1, 2, and call these graphs H,, H,, respectively. For this H, (Hz) define 
x,=x’u{(x,z,zx,}, {xz,zy}} (x,=x”u{{x;z’, z’x& {x’z’, z’y’}}). 
Now Xi will be suitable for H,, i= 1 and 2, if this is not so for A”, G’ or A”‘, 
G”. 
In any case, H, is essentially 2-connected, it has not more end-vertices 
than G, and it has definitely fewer 4-valent vertices. Hence, by the choice of 
G, we find a path-cycle-decomposition S, of E(M,) compatible with Xi. 
Similar to the previous constructions it is now easy to construct S as 
required from S, and S,. 
(~2) dG,(x) = 2, d,,(y) = 3 or d,,(x) = 3, d,,(y) = 2. These two cases 
are symmetric, therefore we need to consider only the case where 
L&-,(X) = 2. 
If x is adjacent to an end-vertex, then we find-as in case 
(vl )-x’, y’ E V(G,) such that xx’ and yy’ separate G,, and we proceed 
precisely as in case (~1). Hence we assume that x is not adjacent to an end- 
vertex, which in turn implies that both G, and G2 have a 3-valent vertex 
other than y. In any case, there exists y’ E V(G2) such that yy’ and x 
separate G,. Depending on the pattern of X(x) we distinguish two cases. 
(~2.1) t(x) cE(G,) for some tax. Then we proceed to 
define G’ and G” similarly to case (vl ) by 
G’uG”=(G-{yy’})u(yx,y’x,x,x,x,x;x,,x,~V(G)}, 
G’ n G” = x, x1 E V( G’), x2 E I’( G”) 
(thus yx, x,x E E(G’), y’x, x*x E E(G”)), 
and define 
Y(x) = {f(X), { XlX,V}}, X”(x)=(~(x)-{f(x)})u({x*x,“)“$} 
so that 
Jr= u X(v)uY(x) and x”= u X(v)ux”(x) 
UEG’- Y utG”- x 
X(v)tX X(o) t x 
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are suitable for G’, G”, respectively. This can be achieved by an appropriate 
embedding of the new end-edges and because G’, G” are essentially 2-con- 
netted. Let S’ and S” be the corresponding decompositions of E(G’), 
E(G”), respectively, compatible with X’, x”, and let T: E S’, Ti’ E S”, i = 1, 2, 
be those elements containing edges incident with x. W.1.o.g. xrx E T; , 
x,x~T;; this implies XJJET;, X/ET;‘. Then P=(T{-{x,x})u 
(T;- {xzxJ) is a path compatible with X, and T=(T;- {xy})u(T;‘- 
{xy’}) u { yy’} is either a cycle, or a path, or a set of two totally disjoint 
paths compatible with X. Denote by S, the set whose elements are P and 
the components of T. Then 
S=(S’uS”-(T;., TI’ji=lJ))c~& 
is an appropriate path-cycle-decomposition of E(G). 
(~2.2) 1 t(x)nE(G,)I = 1 for every tax. In this case we 
obtain a new embedding of G by “rotating” the embedding of G, by 
180 degrees. That is, we leave the embedding of G, unchanged, but re- 
embed G, in such a way that the resulting graph G is plane and that in this 
new embedding of G intersecting transitions occur exactly at the vertex x 
(taking, X(G) = X(G)). Now we split x into two 2-valent vertices x, , x2 
such that the new graph H is plane and yy’ is not a bridge of H. As can 
easily be seen, H is essentially 2-connected. Hence X- X(x) is suitable for 
H, and therefore, there exists a path-cycle-decomposition S(H) of H com- 
patible with X- X(X). Consider T, E S(H) containing edges incident with 
“xi, i= 1, 2. Clearly, if T, # T,, then T, and T,-viewed as paths or cycles 
of G-are compatible with X, and hence so is S(H). 
Similarly, if T, = T, =: T and if either yy’ 4 T or a run through T passes 
both x1 and x2 before or after yy’, then T corresponds in G to a set of two 
objects compatible with X, and at least one of these two objects is a cycle 
C,; call the other object To. In this case, S= (S(H) - {T}) u (C,, T,) will 
satisfy the theorem. 
To finish case (~2.2) we have to assume that T contains the edges 
incident with x, and x2 as well as yy’ (i.e., T is a path)), and that a run 
through T passes through the edges incident with x2 after passing yy’ iff 
this run passes through the edges incident with x1 before passing yy’. 
Hence we can write E(T) as a sequence of the form (by exchanging the 
labels of x1 and x2, if necessary) 
T=z,u, ,..., ~1x1, xIu2 ,..., y'y ,..., w,x2, x2w2 ,..., v2z2, 
where ui, z/~, W,E V(G,), i= 1,2, (possibly, u1 =u, and/or u,=w,), and 
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zi E V,, i = 1, 2. Hence, T corresponds in G to P u C where P is a path and 
C is a cycle, and, written as sequences of edges, 
E(P)=z,v, )...) u,x, xwz )...) v*z*, 
E(C)=xu, ,..., y’y ,..., wlx. 
Therefore. 
s=(S(ff- {Tj)u {P, C} 
is compatible with X-X(x) but not with X. In any case, S is a path-cycle- 
decomposition of E(G), and every T, E S - {P, C} is compatible with X. 
Since G contains, by (iii), at most four end-vertices, and because P and 
C contain all edges which allow a walk from within G, into G,, it follows 
that every T,E S- {P, C} satisfies 
which in turn implies for at least one in { 1, 2) that zi is the only end-vertex 
adjacent to a vertex of Gi. Fix one such i. Noting that edges of P and C 
meet precisely at x, and because of our general assumption that G is not 
essentially 3-connected, therefore, we have 
Si= {TES- {P, C}lE(T)nE(G,)#(Z/}#(ZI 
and TES,*T isacycle. 
Now let SF = Sj u (P, C) and let G, c G be induced by the elements of ST. 
Then G, is homeomorphic to an essentially 2-connected graph (see the 
definition of G’, G” in case (~2.1)). Because x is not adjacent to an end-ver- 
tex we conclude ST # S, and hence G, # G. Note that Go has precisely two 
end-vertices and that P contains at least one pair of edges incident to u # x 
with d,,(v) = 4. Thus, X0, the restriction of X to G,, is suitable for G,. 
Applying the theorem to G, and X0 we find an appropriate S, and con- 
clude that (S- ST) u S, is a path-cycle-decomposition of E(G) compatible 
with X This finishes case (~2.2) and hence case (~2). 
(v.3) d,,(x) = d,,(y) = 2. Then an even number of end-vertices of G 
are adjacent to vertices of G, - {x, y}. We classify this case according to 
N,, the number of end-vertices of G adjacent to vertices of G, - (x, y}. 
Because of our basic assumption for this case and because of (iii), 
N, fz (0, L4f. 
(~3.1) N, = 0. Depending on the pattern of X(x), X(y) we dis- 
tinguish two cases. 
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(~3.1.1) There exists t, EX(X)UX(~) with t, cE(G,). Let Z be a 
2-gon with V(Z) = {x, y}, E(Z) n E(G) = @, and form in the obvious way 
the plane graphs 
Hi=G;uZu{z,zu~z~V,,u~I/(G,),zu~E(G)}, i= 1, 2. 
H, is 4-regular, H, is definitely an essentially 2-connected (1, 4)-graph. 
Denote by Xi the restriction of X to V(H,) - {x, y>, and define X:(x), X:(y) 
for x, y E V(Hi) in the obvious way induced by X(x), X(y), respectively, 
i = 1, 2. Obviously, 
is suitable for H,. Applying the theorem to H2 and X,, and Theorem A to 
H, and Xi, we obtain a corresponding cycle-decomposition S, of E(H,) 
and a corresponding path-cycle-decomposition S, of E(H,). Denote by 
T,, E S, the ejects with E( T,) n E(Z) # a, j = 1, 2. It is clear (see also case 
(iv1 )) that 
CT,, -E(Z))u (T,j-E(Z)) for either j= 1 or j=2 
is a cycle or path of G compatible with X, and hence the same can be said 
regarding (T,, - E(Z)) u ( Txk -E(Z)) where {j, k} = { 1,2}. Altogether we 
obtain in this way two objects T,, T, in G compatible with X. Hence, since 
Ti, i= 1, 2, is a path or cycle, 
is a path-cycle-decomposition of E(G) compatible with X. 
(~3.1.2) For every t~X(x)uX(y) we have t d E(G,). Let Hi be as 
in case (~3.1.1) and define K, = H, - E(Z). 
If X2, the restriction of X to K,, is suitable for K2, then the appiication of 
the theorem yields S2 for K,, X,; and by Theorem A we obtain an 
analogous S, for H, -E(Z), X- X, - (X(x) u X(y)). Trivially, S1 u S, 
satisfies the theorem with respect to G, X. Thus, to finish case (~3.1) we 
assume X, not to be suitable for K2. Then there must exist vertices X, jj 
with (2, y} # (x, v> such that G can be written in the form 
G=H:uH,*, H,* n H; = (2, j}, 
where Hf is a block-chain without end-vertices (and hence 
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&;@I = 4f;m = 2), and for some iE X(X) u X(j) it follows that 
iE E(Hf). By defining Hi = H* u E(Z) for the 2-gon Z with V(Z) = {X, y}, 
E(Z) n E(G) = 0, we now proceed as in case (~3.1.1) with X, jj in place of 
x, .v. 
(~3.2) N, = 2. Then we can assume 1 V, / = 4; for otherwise, G, is a 
block-chain without end-vertices, and one proceeds in much the same way 
as in case (~3.1) with G, in place of G, (the only modification occurs in 
case (~3.1.2) if Gz contains separating transitions, in which case one finds 
in G, a block B which assumes the role played by G, in case (~3.1.1)). 
Using I VI 1 = 4 and taking into consideration all the cases handled so far 
in (vl), (~2) and (~3.1) a straightforward argument shows that Gz is 2- 
connected as well (and therefore, x and y are not adjacent to end-vertices). 
Depending on the pattern of X(x) and X(y) we distinguish the following 
three cases. 
(~3.2.1) E,n E(G,)$X(x), Ejn E(G,)czX(y) or 
E,~E(G,)EX(X)> E,,~E(G,)$WY)> 
Proof of (~3.2.1). Since these two cases are symmetric we restrict our- 
selves w.1.o.g. to the first one. Now we split x into two 2-valent vertices x, , 
x2, such that H thus obtained is plane, H, has exactly two blocks H,, H, 
with E( Hi) = E(G,), i = 1, 2, and therefore H, has y as its only cut-vertex. 
Hence A’,= X-X(x) is suitable for H although X(y) contains separating 
transitions. Let S, be a path-cycle-decomposition of E(H) compatible with 
X,. S, can be viewed as an appropriate decomposition of E(G) unless 
there is T, E S, with E( T,), written as a sequence, satisfying 
E(T,)=z,u,,..., e , , e2,..., w1 y, yw2,..., e3, e4,..., v2z2, 
where ui, WOE V(G,), i= 1,2, and X(x)= {{e,, e,}, {e,, es>}. Denote by 
T, E S, the element with Ev n T, # Q5, T, # T,. Clearly, both T, and T, 
are paths (hence zl, z2 E VI). Write accordingly (with vi, w: E V(G,)), 
E( T,) = z; v; ,..., w; y, yw; ,..., viz;. 
Note that T, n E, = @. Obviously, the paths T’ and T” defined by the 
sequences 
and 
E(T’)=z,u, ,..., e,, e2 ,..., w1 y, yw; ,..., v;z; 
E( i”“) = z; v’, ,..., w’, y, yw, ,..., e3, e4 ,..., v2z2 
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satisfy E(T) n E(T”) = Qr, T’ u T” = T, u T,, and they are compatible 
with X. Therefore S= (S,- {T, , T2}) u (T’, T”} is as required for G, X. 
Proof of (~3.2.2). If no pair of end-edges forms a (separating) transi- 
tion, then Hjr with Gic Hi*, i= 1,2, and G = HT u Hz, HT n Hz = {x, y}, 
admits a path-cycle-decomposition ST compatible with X,*, the restriction 
of X to V(HT) - {x, y}. Trivially S = ST u S: is as required with respect to 
G, X. 
Now we assume w.1.o.g. that for some UE V(G,), two end-edges incident 
with v form a transition. Consider H;F, H; as above. Splitting v E V(H:) 
into two 2-valent vertices vl, vz such that the graph H:* thus obtained is 
plane, it can be shown (on the grounds of the remarks preceding (~3.2.1)) 
that H:* is essentially 2-connected, and XF*, the restriction of X to 
V(H:*)- {x, y}, is suitable for H:*. Perform, if necessary, the same 
operation for H: at w leading to Hf *; otherwise take H; * = Hf. Thus we 
obtain S** with respect to HF*, XF*, i= 1, 2. The path-element Pf* of 
SF* is being transformed in H: into a path P: and a cycle C,* with 
PT n C,* = v; the same holds for PT* ES:*, or else it becomes a path (if 
Hz* = Hf ) in which case we put C: = a. Obviously, S = (SF* u S:* - 
{p:*, G*}N {KY Pz*> c:, c:> is a path-cycle-decomposition of E(G) 
“almost” compatible with X, compatibility being violated precisely at v 
and, if Hz* # Ht, also at w. In any case, I(S) is connected; we choose a 
shortest path P in Z(S) joining the (only) path-elements PT, Pf E S. 
If S,= V(P) # S, then the graph G, induced by the elements of S, 
admits a path-cycle-decomposition S, compatible with X, (the 
corresponding restriction of X, since obviously X0 is suitable for Go, and 
G, $ G. Then (S- S,) u So is as required with respect to G and X. 
To finish (~3.2.2) we, therefore, have to assume S, = S. Since P is a 
shortest path we can label the elements of S, 
such that T, = PT, T,=C,*, Tk=Cz iff C:#@ (see above), TkeI=P?, 
and there exists v,, E V(G) with Eomn n T, # Qr 7’ E,_” n T, iff 
Im-nl=l, in, n E (0 ,..., k + l}. 
Clearly, there exists a unique j, 1 <i < k, with 
and there is no z #x, y with Tj n E, # Qr # T,, , n EZ (note that T, c H,*). 
We can write Ti as the union of internally disjoint paths, 
T,=T:o Tl’, i=j,j+ 1 
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Thus we obtain cycles 
which are compatible with X. We further specify the above notation by 
assuming w.1.o.g. the existence of u:, ui+ r #x, y such that 
E,nT:#@#EE,nT,, i=j,j+ l;r= 
i 
j-l if i=j 
j+2 otherwise. 
This follows from the planarity of G and from (iv). Again by (iv), there 
must be u,!‘, u;‘+ i # x, y such that 
E,;nTi’#@#E,;nT, for i=j or i=j+l, and r asabove. 
W.1.o.g. i=j+ 1, whence we conclude that G’ induced by the elements of 
s=S-{T,,T,+,}u{C,}’ is connected since Z(S) connected. Furthermore, 
it is easy to see that the corresponding restriction x’ of X is suitable for G’. 
A corresponding S’ exists for G’, X’ since G’ # G. Trivially, S’ u {C, ] is a 
path-cycle-decomposition of E(G) compatible with X. This finishes the 
proof of (~3.2.2). 
Proof of (~3.2.3). We express G (see (~3.2.2)) as G= H: u Hz with 
G,c HT, i= 1, 2, and H: n Hz = {x, JJ}. Now we form 
Hi := H: u (z,~, zj7., zilx, zi2 Y, xY}, i=1,2 
with z,, $ V(G), i, j = 1, 2. Clearly, Hi is essentially 2-connected and thus X,, 
the restriction of X to V(G,) (with X(x), X(y) redefined appropriately), is 
suitable for H,, i = 1, 2. Since 1 V(H,)J < 1 V(G)1 an appropriate Si exists for 
Hi, Xi, i= 1,2. It follows easily from previous constructions that S, and S, 
yield an appropriate S for (G, X) unless zi, and zi2 belong to different path- 
elements in Sj which have common vertices, and zi, and z,* belong to the 
same path-element in Sj, (i, j} = (1, 2). 
Now we assume w.1.o.g. that zii and zi2 belong to the same path P’ES~. 
Therefore, the end-edges of H,* also belong to a path P” E S,. If 
P” n E, # 0, then P” A E, # 0 holds as well, and (P’ - {z,~, z,,}) u 
(x,y} is a cycle, while (P”- {q>)u {zii, zr2, zilx, zr2 y} is a set of two 
paths. Clearly, these paths and the above cycle are compatible with X, with 
zir and z,~ belonging to different paths. Hence, P” n E, = 0, and the 
element Ci of Si containing xy is a cycle. In Sz, the element C, con- 
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taining xy is necessarily a cycle as well. Hence Co= 
ccl-~xYwJ(c2-~xYH is a cycle of G compatible with X. Since 
is also a path-cycle-decomposition of E(H,) compatible with X,, therefore 
we may assume w.1.o.g. that in I(,.‘?,), a shortest path H joining P’ and P” 
does not contain C,. Hence 8, := (IPi( is a connected proper sub- 
graph of H, with V,(iri,)= V,(H,). Furthermore, Hz, the subgraph of H, 
induced by the two path-elements Ph, P; of S,, is connected. Hence 
G, = (AT;‘, - {z lI>z12~bJ(~2-{z*1~ Zig}) is connected, and it follows easily 
from the assumption and the above conclusions concerning the structure of 
S, and S,, that X0, the restriction of X to G,, is suitable for GO. Note that 
V,( G,) = V,(G) and that G, is obtained from G by deleting C, and, 
possibly, cycle-elements of S, u S, - (C, , C,}. 
Now let S, be an appropriate decomposition of E(G,) with respect to 
X0. Clearly, S,u{C,}u(S,-{C,}-Z-l(P))u(S,-(C,}-{P~,P~) is 
a path-cycle-decomposition of E(G) as required. Thus, case (~3.2.3) is 
finished, i.e., case (~3.2) is finished. 
To finish case (~3) we have to consider as the last case 
(~3.3). N, = 4. Then G, is an Eulerian block-chain or 2-connected, 
and there is no z E V, adjacent to any u E V(G,) - (x, y}. H’ence the block 
Bc G, containing x (or y) satisfies case (v3.1), and case (~3.3) has been 
reduced to that case; this finishes case (~3). 
Since G, is 2-connected, L&,(X) 3 2, d,,(y) 3 2; hence, with the cases 
(vl), (~2) (~3) handled, we conclude the validity of (v). 
(vi) Suppose no two end-edges of G form a separating transition. Then 
the length of a shortest path between any two end-vertices of G is at least 
four. 
It follo,ws from the hypothesis of (vi) and from the choice of G that no two 
end-vertices of G can be joined by a path of length two. Suppose 
P=vI, vIv2, v2, v2v3, v3, v3v4, v4 is a path of G joining vl, VIE V,. Since G 
is essentially 3-connected, G - {v 1, vq, vzvX} is essentially 2-connected, and 
hence X- {X(v,), X(Q)} is suitable for G- {vl, v4, v,v,]. Thus if P is 
compatible with X, we may add P to a compatible path-cycle-decom- 
position of E(G - E(P)) to form a compatible path-cycle-decomposition of 
E(G). Hence we may assume, w.l.o.g., that {v2v3, v3v4} s X(v,). Denote 
ie ,,e2}=Ea3-{v 2v3, v,v,}, (e,, e4} =E,,- {v1v2, vzc3}. Identifying in 
G- iv,> ~4, v2v3} the 2-valent vertices v2 and v3 to form a new vertex r, we 
obtain an essentially 2-connected graph H which admits a decomposition 
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S, compatible with (X- {X(v2), X(v,)}) u ((e,, e,}, {e,, e4} >. Choose 
T,, T, E S, with T, n E, # a,, and put TT := T, u {vzu3} for i = 1 and 2. 
Depending on X(v2), either T: or Tz (or both) are compatible with A’. 
Suppose TT is compatible with X. Then T; = T2 u {v, v2, v3v4} is a path, 
or a pair of paths, compatible with X, and S= (S,- {T,, T,}) u {TT, T”} 
is as required for (G, X). This completes the proof of (vi). 
(vii) G does not contain a 3-gon. 
Suppose it does. Let A denote a triangular face boundary (see Lemma 2) 
with V(A) = {v i, v2, v3}, and denote e, =v1v2, e,=v,v,, e3=v3v,. Let 
f,, gi denote the other edges incident with vi such thatf;, e,, gj+ i belong to 
a face boundary, i = 1, 2, 3, putting g, = g, . Let xi (resp. yi) denote the ver- 
tex of V(G) - {vi} which is incident with f, (resp. g,). In the ensuing dis- 
cussion (viii)-(vii4) we shall consider G’ with G’= G-E(A), or else 6’ 
obtained from G by splitting vi into two 2-valent vertices. Since G is essen- 
tially 3-connected, the (1,4)-graph Gb homeomorphic to G’ is essentially 2- 
connected. Thus the restriction A” is suitable for G’, unless I V, 1 = 2, and 
the end-edges of Gb form a separating transition. Using (vi), it can easily be 
seen that this cannot occur. Therefore, in what follows A” is always suitable 
for G’. Now we distinguish various cases depending on the pattern of X(v,), 
i= 1, 2, 3. 
(viil) {fi, g,} $X(vi), i= 1, 2, 3. Then A is compatible with X. Let S’ 
be a path-cycle-decomposition of E(G’) (with G’ = G - E(A)) compatible 
with x’=X-(X(v,)uX(~~)uX(v,)). Then S=S’u {A} is as required 
with respect to (G, X). 
(vii2) {f,,g,}$X(v,), {f,,gi)~X(v,), i=2,3. Then we split v, into 
two 2-valent vertices such that A is still a face boundary. Let S’ be a path- 
cycle-decomposition of E(G’) compatible with x’ = X- X(v,). Then S’ can 
be interpreted as an appropriate S for (G, X) unless E,, is contained in an 
element T’, ES’. Suppose such Ti exists; consider T; E S’ with e2E T;. 
Obviously T, = (c - (e l,e3>)u{e2} and T2=(G-{e2})u(el,e3j are 
compatible with X, and hence S = (S’ - { T’, , Tz}) u {T,, T,) is as required 
with respect to (G, X). 
(vii3) {f,, gi} EX(V,), i= 1, 2, 3. Let G’ and S’ be as in case (vii2). If 
E,, c T’i for some T; E S’, then T; corresponds in G to two objects com- 
patible with X (one of which is definitely a cycle), and therefore, S as 
required with respect to (G, X) can be obtained from S’. Hence we assume 
that T;., i= 1, 2, 3 with (fi, g, } c T,, {ez) c T;, (e,, e3) c T; are three dif- 
ferent elements of S’(if T’, = T” put Tl = (T; - {e, , e3 } ) u { e2} and T; = 
(T;- {e})u {e,, e3). Then E,, c T;). Now consider Z(S’) and let p be a 
shortest path in I(S) joining Ti and some element of { Tz, TX} while 
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avoiding the other. W.1.o.g. T; E V(P), for otherwise, we apply to T;, T; the 
same transformation as above. The proper subgraph G* of G induced by 
the elements of P is homeomorphic to an essentially 2-connected graph, or 
else E(P) = T; T; and both Y,, T; are path-elements of S’. In any case, the 
restriction X* of X to G* is suitable for G*, as can easily be seen. 
Now let S* be a path-cycle-decomposition of E(G*) compatible with X*, 
and let S = (S’ - V(P)) u S*; trivially S satisfies the theorem with respect 
to G and X. 
The following last main case marks, together with the proof of (v), the 
main difference to the proof of Theorem A. It is divided in many subcases. 
(vii4) {f,, g,}EX(v,), (fi,gi)#X(ui), i=2, 3. Let G’, X’, and S’ be 
as in case (viii); in this case, however, S’ u {d > is compatible only with 
X-X(0,). Consider T; E S’ with {fl, g,} c T’, . If T; n (E,, u E,,) # @, 
then G”, the proper subgraph of G induced by T’, u A is homeomorphic to 
an essentially 2-connected graph, and x”, the restriction of X to G”, is 
suitable for G”. Let S” be a compatible path-cycle-decomposition for (G”, 
X”);thenS=(S’-{T;})uS”’ is as required for (G, X). Hence we conclude 
for T~.E S’ with E,,, n r # fzr, that T; # T:, i= 2, 3, must hold. 
If T” # T!!, then let, as in case (vii3), P be the shortest path from T’, to 
(T2, T3} in Z(S) containing exactly one of T;, r;. W.l.0.g. TX E V(B). 
Again, S” = V(H) u {A} d m uces an essentially 2-connected proper sub- 
graph G* of G. Hence, with the corresponding restriction X* of X (which is 
suitable for G*) we obtain an appropriate S*. Now we conclude that 
(S’ - S”) u S* is as required with respect to (G, X). 
We now consider the case T; # T; = T; =: rO. One of the following alter- 
natives must hold for Tb. 
(vii4.1) Y0 is a cycle. 
(vii4.2) r0 is a path: Tb=z,...g,, u2,f2...g3, v,,,f3...z,. 
(vii4.3) Y0 is a path: Td=z1...g3, u,,f,...g,, v2, f*...z2. 
(vii4.4) T0 is a path: Tb=zl...gz, v2, f2...f3, v3, g,...z,. 
(vii4.5) Y0 is a path: Tb=z,...f,, v3, g,‘..g,, v,,,f,...z,. 
In cases (vii4.1) (vii4.2) and (vii4.3) we may express r0 u A as an edge- 
disjoint union, Y0 u A = Tin u To,, where fi, g,, e,, e3 E T,, and f3, g,, 
e2 E Tout ; and Ti, and To,, are paths/cycles compatible with X- X(v,). In 
fact, all elements of the path-cycle-decomposition of E(G) S, = 
(s’-G))U {Tin> Tout} are compatible with Xexcept T; and T,,. Let G’ be 
the graph obtained from G by splitting u1 into two 2-valent vertices such 
that A remains a face boundary of G’. We may consider S, to be a path- 
cycle-decomposition S, of G’ and choose a T; Tin-path P, in Z(S,) (Note 
that Z(S,) is connected since G’ is connected). 
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If TO,, $ V(P,), let G, be the proper subgraph of G induced by V(P,). 
Then G, is homeomorphic to an essentially 2-connected graph Gz and thus 
the restriction X, of X to G: is suitable for Gz. Taking a path-cycle- 
decomposition S, of E(G,) compatible with X,, it follows that 
(S, - V(P,)) u S, is a path-cycle-decomposition of E(G) compatible with 
x. 
If no such P, ES, with TO,, 4 V(P,) exists, then the order of the vertices 
in every shortest T, T,,-path P, in Z(S,) is of the form T’, ,..., T,,,, T,, ; in 
particular, for every TE V(P,) with T# Tout, T, no edge of T is adjacent 
in G’ to any edge in pi;,. In cases (vii4.1) and (vii4.2) this implies that G;, 
the (1,4)-graph homeomorphic to G, (induced by V(P,)), has a 2-gon 
corresponding to the cycle (T,, - (e,, e3}) u {e2}; thus, by (iv), G, is a 
proper subgraph of G. In case (vii4.3) G: has two end-vertices attached to 
v2 and v3, respectively. Furthermore, G; cannot have two end-edges form- 
ing a separating transition with respect to X, (X2 defined as in case 
To,, $ V(P,)), since G, is induced by V(P,) and / V, 1 < 4. Thus, by (vi), G, 
is again a proper subgraph of G. We now argue cases (vii4.1) (vii4.2) and 
(vii4.3) as for the case To,, y! V(P,). 
Hence we may suppose either case (vii4.4) or case (vii4.5) occurs. In 
both cases consider a shortest path Q from T’, to TO in I(9). Letting G* 
denote the essentially 2-connected subgraph of G induced by V(Q) u E(d), 
it follows that G* = G, for if G* is a proper subgraph of G, then we could 
argue as in the case To,, $ V(P,). 
In what follows we want to deduce various local and global properties of 
G to finish the proof of (vii). As we have said at the beginning of the proof 
of the theorem, the validity of the theorem will then follow. 
Suppose case (vii4.4) occurs. If g, and g, are both end-edges of G, then, 
since G is induced by V(Q) u E(d) and 1 V, / 64, we deduce that no two 
end-edges of G form a separating transition. This contradicts (vi) and 
hence we may assume 
PROPERTY a. g, and g, cannot both be end-edges of G. 
Let C be the cycle contained in TO u {e,}, let Y be the vertex of Q which 
is adjacent to TO, and, for in (2, 3}, let Pi be the component of TO - E(C) 
which contains gi. It follows from Property a and because Q is a shortest 
T; Th - path in Z(s’), that V( Y) A V(P,) # @ for i = 2 or 3. Let G, be the 
subgraphofGinducedby(~(Q)-{~~})u{(Td-C)u{e,,e,}).ThenG, 
is homeomorphic to an essentially 2-connected (1, 4)-graph, CT. The 
restriction X, of X to G, is suitable for G, since G: can only contain two 
adjacent end-edges if Y is a path, and in this case G;” will have four end- 
edges. Thus there exists a path-cycle-decomposition Si of E(G,) compatible 
with X,. Let Y, and Y, be the elements of S, which contain e, and e3, 
respectively. We shall show: 
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PROPERTYb. G=Y,uY,LJC~~~V(Y,)~V(C)={V~). 
Let G, be the subgraph of G induced by Y, u Y, v C, and X, be the 
restriction of X to G,. Then X, is suitable for G, since ( Y,} u { Y,} u {C} 
is compatible with X, - X(v,). Thus the only vertex at which “unsuitable 
transitions” could occur is v2 ; and this is not possible since e,, e2, and f2 
belong to the same block of G,. If G, # G, then G, admits a compatible 
path-cycle-decomposition S, and S= (S, - { Y,, Y,}) u S, is a compatible 
path-cycle-decomposition of E(G) with respect to X. Thus G, = G. Suppose 
V( Y,) n V(C) # {uZ}. Putting G3 = G - Y,, it follows that the 
corresponding restriction X, of X is suitable for G, (since eZ7 fZ, and either 
e, or g, belong to the same block of G3). Choosing a compatible decom- 
position S, of E(G,) we construct the compatible decomposition 
S= S, u (Y,} of E(G). The only alternative is that V( Y,) n V(C) = {vz}. 
This completes the proof of Property (b). 
Suppose y, $ V1. Since y, $ V(C) we must have y, E V( Y,) n V( Y,). By 
planarity we deduce that V( Y,) n V(C) # {v2}, contradicting Property b. 
Thus case (vii4.4) implies that y, E V,. Using the symmetric argument for 
case (vii4.5) we deduce that in both case (vii4.4) and case (vii4.5) we have 
PROPERTY c. Either y, or x2 is an end-vertex of G. 
Summarizing, we have shown that in both cases (vii4.4) and (vii4.5) 
exactly one transition {e,, e3} of X is contained in E(d) and that the 
remaining edge e2 of A forms a transition with an end-edge of G. We shall 
call such an end-edge a marker for A. Since A is an arbitrary 3-gon of 
G - V, , it follows that every 3-gon of G - V1 has a marker. 
We next show that no two 3-gons of G- V, can have the same marker. 
W.1.o.g. we may assume that case (vii4.4) occurs and that g, is a marker for 
A. If g, is also a marker for another 3-gon A’ of G- V,, then e,EE(A’) 
and hence E(A’) = {e,,f,,f,} (see Property b). Since {e,,,f,} EX, this con- 
tradicts the assumption that g, is a marker for A’. 
It follows that the number of 3-gons of G - V, is at most j V, 1. Using 
(iii) (/ V, / < 4), and (iv) (G has no 2-gons), and applying Euler’s formula 
to G - V, similarly to the proof of Lemma 2 (the last inequality there being 
replaced by f3 + / V, / =f3 + 2p, +p3 3 8), we deduce 
PROPERTY d. / V, / = 4, G - V, has exactly four 3-gons, and all other 
faces are 4-gons. 
Moreover, since no two 3-gons of G- V, can have the same marker, 
Property d implies 
PROPERTY e. No two end-edges of G are adjacent. 
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Henceforth we assume, by symmetry, that case (vii4.4) occurs and hence 
that g, is a marker for d. We next show 
PROPERTY f. A is the only 3-gon of G- V, which contains vj. 
Suppose v3 is a vertex of some other 3-gon A’ of G - I/,. Then A’ has a 
marker which is distinct from g,. Using Property e, this contradicts (vi) 
and completes the proof of Property f. 
For i= 2 and 3, let Fi be the face of G - V, other than A, which is 
incident with e,. By Properties d and f, Fi is a 4-gon and hence x3 is joined 
to x2 and y, by edges h, and h,, respectively. (Note: y, $ VI by Property e 
and (vi).) 
To complete the proof of case (vii4) we return to the terminology of 
Property b and note that, using Property b and the fact that xg E V(C), 
{h,, h3} E Cu Y,. M oreover, since 1 V, / = 4, Y, and Y, are paths. 
For ui, u2 E V( Y,) let Y,[u,, u2] denote the segment of Y, joining u, to 
u2, and let z be the end-vertex of Y, distinct from y,. Consider the follow- 
ing final subcases. 
(vii4.4.1) x2 and x3 are not vertices of Y,[v,, y,]. 
Let G=(Yl-{el>)u(e2,e3> and Gq=G- Y;. Since H,= 
(C- {e,,f,})u {e,, h,, h3} u Y,[u,,y,] is 2-connected, and G,= H,u 
{&A” Y,lY,> 1 ‘t f 11 z 1 o ows that Gz, the (1,4)-graph homeomorphic to 
Gq, is essentially 2-connected. Thus X,, the restriction of X to Gq, is 
suitable unless G,* has two end-edges (corresponding to {f3, g3} and 
Y, [x3, z] ), which form a separating transition at x3. If X, is suitable, then 
choosing a path-cycle-decomposition S, of E(G,) compatible with X,, we 
obtain a decomposition S = S, u (X; } of E(G) as required. 
On the other hand, if the end-edges of Gz form a separating transition, 
then VY3Cx3, zl)- (x3} is contained in the interior of F, or F,. Since F, 
and F, are 4-gons of G - V, we deduce that Y,[x,, z] is an end-edge of G. 
Thus Y,[x,, z] u (f3, g3} is a path of length three joining two end-vertices 
of G. Using Property e, this contradicts (vi) and completes the discussion 
of (vii4.4.1). Assuming henceforth that (vii4.4.1) does not occur, it follows 
that g, I$ Y,. Hence fi E Y,, g, E Y,, and h, E Y, because of Property b. 
(vii4.4.2) h, E Y,. Since (vii4.4.1) does not occur, h, E Y,[v,, x3]. 
We give three constructions depending on X(x,) and X(x>). 
(i) (f3, h2j 4 X(x3). Put Cl = Y,Cv,, x31 u {f3, e2, e,}. The graph 
G, = G - E(C,) admits a decomposition into two paths 
P, = {g3, e3, 8,) u Y3Cyl, ~1 
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and 
This implies that any nonintersecting system of transitions is suitable for 
G,. In particular the restriction X, of X is suitable for G, Choosing a com- 
patible decomposition S5 of G, yields the compatible decomposition 
S=S,u {C,} for G. 
(ii) {f3, h2} EX(X~), {h2,f2} #X(x,), and x2 is the only vertex of C 
contained in Y,[v,,x,]. Set C,=(C- (J2})u Y,[u,,x,]u {e,}. Again, 
G - C, admits a decomposition into two paths P, = { g,, e3, g, } u 
Y,[y,,z] and P,=(Y,- {e,,g,})u {f2, h,, h3} andtheproofproceedsas 
in (i). 
(iii) {f3, h2} EX(X~) and either {h2,f2) EX(X,) or else 
1 V( Y,[u,, x2]) n V(C)1 32. Let Y; = (Y, - {e,}) u {e,, e3} and consider 
G, = G - Y’, . If 1 V( Y,[v,, x2]) n V( C)l 3 2, then G, is homeomorphic to 
an essentially 2-connected graph and since {f3, h3} $ X(x,), the restriction 
X, is suitable for Gq. If V( Y,[v,, x2]) n V(C) = {x,}, then x2 is a cut-ver- 
tex of G,, but since {h2,f2} E X(x,) and {f3, h2} E X(x,), the restriction X, 
is again suitable. The proof now proceeds as in (vii4.4.1). 
(vii4.4.3) h, $ Y,. Using Property b, it follows that h, E C and 
hence C= {e2,f3, h,,f,}. Thus {f3, h2} +X. Since F, and F3 are faces of 
G - V,, since x3 is not incident with an end-edge of G, and since X con- 
tains no intersecting transitions, it follows that {f3, h, ) E X. We note 
further that Y,[v,,y,] cannot encounter x3 and not x2, since this would 
imply that x2 and Y, [y,, z] lie on different sides of the closed curve 
YxCu,,~,l u IgJ an d would thus contradict planarity and the fact that x2 
is a vertex of Y,. Since (vii4.4.1) does not occur, we conclude that x2 is a 
vertex of Y3[u1, y,]. We give two final constructions, depending on the 
order in which Y,[x,, z] encounters y, and x3. 
(i) x3 $ V( Y,[x,, y,]). Let P, = {g,, f3) u Y,[x,, z] and consider 
G,=G-P,. Since (ei,gi}u(C-{f,})u Y,[u,,x,] is contained in a 
block of G,, it follows that G, is homeomorphic to an essentially 2-connec- 
ted (1,4)-graph Gz with exactly two end-edges. Since these end-edges 
correspond to two segments of Y,, they cannot form a transition of x,*, 
the restriction of X to Gz. Choosing an appropriate decomposition S, of 
E(G,) yields a decomposition S, u (P, > as required. 
(ii) x3 E VY3[lx2, ~~1). Let CI = if3, e2, e, 1 u Y,Eu,, x31 and 
G, = G - C,. Then G, admits a decomposition into two paths P, = {g3, 
e3,g,)uY,Cy,,zl and P,=(Y,-(e,,g,})u(f,,h,,h,} and the proof 
continues as in (vii4.4.2)(i). 
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This completes the discussion of (vii4.4.3) and finishes case (vii4). Since 
all other possible patterns of X(0,), i = 1,2, 3, can be reduced to one of the 
cases (viii)-(vii4) by relabeling the U;S, therefore, the proof of (vii) is 
finished. The theorem now follows. 
FINAL REMARKS 
Our theorem holds in a somewhat more general form. In fact, if we 
define two transitions {e, f} and {g, h} at u E V(G) (with G being a plane 
graph) as nonintersecting iff e, f, g, h lie in this order in the natural cyclic 
ordering of the edges incident with v, and if we use this concept of non- 
intersecting transitions to define a system of suitable transitions X, then the 
theorem still holds as fomulated. The line of proof would differ somewhat, 
however. Namely, one starts with the choice of a counterexample G as in 
the given proof; then one proceeds to show that G is essentially 2-connec- 
ted. This can basically be done analogously to the procedure followed in 
the proof of Theorem A. Then one proceeds to show that d(v) = 0 (mod 2) 
implies d(v) = 4. 
We note that the two concepts of nonintersecting transitions are 
equivalent in the case of 4-valent vertices. That is, once we have shown that 
G is essentially 2-connected and d(v) = 1 (mod 2) implies d(v) = 1 while 
d(v) = 0 (mod 2) implies d(v) = 4, the remainder (which is the main part) of 
the proof of the more general form of our theorem coincides with the proof 
presented. 
The reason why we did not develop a proof for the more general 
theorem lies in the fact that the first part of the proof would have been con- 
siderably longer, and that the theorem proved in this paper suffkes for the 
proof on the existence of removable cycles in arbitrary planar 2-connected 
graphs of minimum degree at least 4, where we avoid the use of the Four 
Colour Theorem [S]. 
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